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Damon PS2 emulator for android - Android Games Ocean DamonPS2 Pro - Are you the one waiting for this android application Playstation 2 game emulator? Below are the procedure on how to set or the best settings of the game below. TO GET INFORMATION YOU MUST LIKE THE FACEBOOK FIRST BELOW PS2 Damon image screenshot 1
Damon PS2 Directory / Location screenshots OTHER PS2 EMULATORS Play! OTHER PLAYSTATION 2 PS2 EMULATORS:PLAY!Damon PS2AetherSX2 Pro Damon PS2 Pro is a popular emulator for PS2 games on android. It is light and efficient emulator with so many great features. You can play PS2 games on your android device with highest speed
possible. Almost all PS2 games are supported by this emulator. It is highly optimized for android devices. The size of this emulator is so small and it does not take much storage. There are thousands of PS2 titles available which you can play on this emulator. It is so simple to use. It has clean and minimal Interface and you can see all of your
downloaded games on the main screen of emulator. You can tweak settings easily to enhance the performance of this emulator. This emulator allows you to change graphic settings. Play PS2 games with more efficient graphics then ever. Controls are fully customizable. Adjust the size, position and opacity of control buttons. This emulator also
supports external controller. You can use cheat codes as well. Use cheats to become pro player in games and defeat your enemies within seconds. This emulator is highly compatible for most PS2 games. Customizable Controls Damon PS2 Pro has customizable control feature which is great for users. Anyone can set the controls of this emulator
according to their need. You can change the position, size and opacity of control buttons without any hassle. If there are control buttons which are not necessary in some games, you can remove them to make the screen more clear and visible. You can create your own layout and can save them easily. You can use external controller as well. This
emulator supports all the famous wireless controllers. Connect the controller and assign buttons without any issue. Great Compatibility This emulator is highly compatible with almost all the PS2 games. There might be some games which are not fully supported by this emulator but updates will fix that issue. You can play your favourite PS2 games on
this emulator with the highest speed and frame rates. You can also tweak some settings to enhance the performance of your gameplay. If you have low-end android device, then you can change graphic and rendering settings to speed up your game. Play popular PS2 titles with high speed such as Resident Evil, Final Fantasy, Wrestling and even more.
Save and Load States This emulator has great feature known as save and load state. With this feature, you can save your game anytime and anywhere. For example you are having a fight in game but you have to go to somewhere, then you can use this feature to save your game progress in save state. There are 8+ save states available which you can
use for different games. You can also load these save states anytime and anywhere without any problem. Start playing the game from where you left it. This feature is completely free to use. You can easily save your game progress with just one click. Visual Customization Damon PS2 Pro is a great emulator for PS2 games. This emulator has lots of
settings which you can customize according to your need. You can change visual settings to increase the graphic quality in games. Play games in high quality and experience the best graphics in games. Visuals and sound effects in games make them more realistic and awesome. You can increase the resolution in games but you need a good device if
you want to play games with best settings. Use Cheats This emulator also supports cheat codes. You can find cheat codes of any game in internet and can put the code in this emulator to activate it. You can become invincible in game with cheat codes. Get unlimited resources without even wasting time in games. This emulator is completely free to
download and use. All the features are unlocked in this version. It is fully safe and secure emulator for android device. Recommended APPS GBA.emu Apk increase Speed Apply This setups for ps2 emulator Damonps2 new fastest setting for all supported devices Just wondering what most people find as the ideal settings for the emulator to run ps2
games at full speed. Also my Xbox controller appears to work with it but I can't reprogram the buttons is that correct? If you have DamonPS2 (PS2 Emulator) on your Smartphone but you don’t have PS2 BIOS to run PS2 Games on Smartphone through DamonPS2. So, you are on the right place. In this blog i will show you how to set up PS2 BIOS on
DamonPS2 (PS2 Emulator) step by step tutorial with 6 screenshots. What is PS2 BIOS ? PS2 Bios are the files that can help you to run the PlayStation 2 games on your smartphone. DamonPS2 (PS2 Emulator) is the best way to play PS2 console games on any smartphone. It is a great opportunity for those who want to play PlayStation 2 games but they
don’t have PlayStation 2 Console or PC. DamonPS2 BIOS Setup Tutorial – Step By Step Step 1 – Download and Extract DamonPS2 BIOS.rar file using WinRAR app. Click Here To Download PCSX2 BIOS → DamonPS2 BIOS.rar Step 2 – Open DamonPS2 (PS2 Emulator). Step 3 – Click on BIOS option. Step 4 – Browse and open extracted DamonPS2 BIOS
folder. Step 5 – Select DamonPS2 “scph10000.bin” BIOS file. Step 6 – DamonPS2 BIOS Setup is successfully completed. Now you can play any PS2 Games on DamonPS2 (PS2 Emulator), Enjoy. So thing is that I tryed free version with resident evil 4 and it was going on 30-40 fps so I thought its good, so I payed for it 8 euros and it was going on 10 fps
then I found out theres no setting only in game and there was not much to set so I restarted it and there was finally some settings in corner but thing is that its locked on 2x ps2 resolution and I dont care if its on 1x but I want to play ps2 games at keast on 30fps but when I set it on 1x ps2 settings it does nothing like if the settings were not doing
anything so do I need to rewrite some texr file or what becouse this is frustrating I didnt payed for 10 fps and also theres not much to set like I would love to have some shaders or anti analising becouse on gamecube its on 30 fps 1x resolution, fxaa, and 2x anti analising. DamonPS2 is a commercial, closed-source PlayStation 2 emulator focused on the
Android platform. Due to issues listed below, it is heavily recommended you avoid using this emulator. Download General Information Unlike most of the emulators that are built by the community, DamonPS2 is developed by a commercial company called DamonPlay Technology Co., Ltd. in China, which made it a commercial product kind of similar to
Bleem!. To run DamonPS2 fluently, a high-end Android device is required, which CPU should be the same performance as Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 or better, as DamonPS2 team once suggested. Compared to Play!, another PS2 emulator available on a mobile platform, DamonPS2 provides significantly better performance and more games playable,
with minor issues. However, minor issues in certain cases can be a game-breaking issue, such as Densha De GO! 3 won't register inputs in its sub-menu, causing the game unable to start. DamonPS2 doesn't come with a PS2 BIOS. Users need to provide a PS2 BIOS file (*.bin) in order to use the emulator. Issues Privacy Concerns DamonPS2 requires
access to users personal data unrelated to emulation (eg. contacts and location data). And as of version 3.0 it requires constant internet connection, leaving a lot to speculate it is selling user's data to advertisers. Terrible User Experience As a commercial product, the purpose of it is to create revenue and to maximize revenue, the free version of
DamonPS2 is plagued with in-app advertisements, and most of the functions locked, including important functions such as memory card saving, causing a terrible user experience. A "professional" version of DamonPS2 can be purchased as an in-app purchase in DamonPS2 for $7.80, which unlock all functions and eliminate all advertisements.
Unnecessary DRM In order to run DamonPS2, the device must connect to DamonPS2 authentication server or the emulator won't boot. Also, DamonPS2 will check Android operating system signature, if being tampered, the emulator won't accept in-app purchase. Such heavy DRM could be considered a way to prevent faking IAP, but also a sign that
DamonPS2 is probably doing operations that do harm to the device. Also, DamonPS2 have some abnormal behaviors during its operation, such as checking SoC thermal control policy. Code Stealing The PCSX2 team and others have accused the developers of DamonPS2 of using the code from the PCSX2 project and violating its GPL v2 license in a
blog post. The evidence provided by PCSX2 team include:[1] GameIndex.dbf file distributed with the emulator contained patches that were specific to PCSX2. CDVD strings, such as the message returned when a PSX/PSone disc is inserted in emulated PS2, is the same to PCSX2. Matching file structure and graphical output (including glitches) that
mirrors GSdx in PCSX2 is found. Instead of writing their own MIPS to ARM dynarec to replace PCSX2's, DamonPS2 uses an x86 to ARM dynarec on top of PCSX2's MIPS to x86. On Baidu, DamonPS2 devs replied to the accusations stating:[2] (P.S. reference website is in Chinese) GameIndex.dbf do come from PCSX2, but such file is an index file that
including game title names (even though the patches were still being used), and this was removed (or baked into the binary) as in version 0.95. CDVD (contained in libserial.so) only used the same function names as PCSX2, the actual function is different, and such library has been removed (or baked into the binary) as in version 0.95. PCSX2 is a
benchmark standard for DamonPS2 accuracy-test while developing, so such a standard made DamonPS2 behavior leaned to PCSX2, which they claim explain the identical graphical output as PCSX2; The DamonPS2 development team repeatedly emphasized that the Chinese government’s copyright agency has reviewed its source code and the source
code of its emulator has obtained copyright certification in China, and copyright of all source code protected by the Chinese government. DamonPS2 was taken off Google Play for a short time following a DMCA request from PCSX2. However, the PCSX2 team had posted publicly that they would be sending a DMCA request, and it seems DamonPS2
pulled their emulator off the store before and during the review process. Trademark Theft DamonPlay Technology is also attempting to steal trademarks of various emulator's names and icons in the US, EU[3] and China.[4] External links Facebook group Telegram group References
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